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We study the boundary exact controllability for the semilinear Schrödinger equation
deﬁned on an open, bounded, connected set Ω of a complete, n-dimensional, Riemannian
manifold M with metric g. We prove the locally exact controllability around the equilibria
under some checkable geometrical conditions. Our results show that exact controllability is
geometrical characters of a Riemannian metric, given by the coeﬃcients and equilibria of
the semilinear Schrödinger equation. We then establish the globally exact controllability
in such a way that the state of the semilinear Schrödinger equation moves from an
equilibrium in one location to an equilibrium in another location.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and the main results
Let M be a complete n-dimensional, Riemannian manifold of class C3 with C3-metric g(·,·) = 〈·,·〉 and squared norm
|X |2 = 〈X, X〉. Let Ω be an open, bounded, connected set of M with smooth boundary ∂Ω ≡ Γ = Γ0 ∪ Γ1 and Γ0 ∩ Γ1 = ∅.
Here Γ1 is the uncontrolled or unobserved part of Γ and Γ0 is the controlled or observed part of Γ , both relatively open
in Γ . Let ν be the outward unit normal ﬁeld along the boundary Γ . We denote by ∇ the gradient, by D the Levi-Civita
connection, by D2 the Hessian, by  = div(∇) the Laplace (Laplace–Beltrami) operator in the metric g .
Let T > 0 be given. We consider a controllability problem⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iut = −a(x,u)u + i
〈
F (x,u),∇u〉+ b(x,u) in (0, T )×Ω,
u = ϕ on (0, T )× Γ0, u = 0 on (0, T )× Γ1,
u(0) = u0 inΩ,
(1.1)
where a(x, ξ) = a˜(x, y, z) and F (x, ξ) = F˜ (x, y, z) are real and b(x, ξ) = b˜(x, y, z) is complex for ξ = y + iz, y, z ∈ R. We
assume that F˜ (x, y, z) : Ω × R × R → X (M) (all vector ﬁelds on M), and b˜(x, y, z) : Ω × R × R → C are smooth with
b(x,0) = 0. Moreover, we assume that there is a constant λ > 0 such that
a˜(x, y, z) λ, ∀(x, y, z) ∈ Ω ×R×R. (1.2)
Let u0, u1 be given functions on Ω and let T > 0 be given. If there is a boundary function ϕ on (0, T ) × Γ0 such that
the solution of the problem (1.1) satisﬁes u(T ) = u1 on Ω , we say that the system (1.1) is exactly controllable from u0 to u1
at time T by boundary with the Dirichlet action.
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are available in the literature. First, [9] considers the pure Schrödinger equation iwt +w = 0 in the Euclidean case. Variable
coeﬃcients (in space) of the principal part are not permitted, nor are H1-energy level terms, by the multiplier methods
used in [9]. The same multiplier is just one tool used also in [5], [6, Section 10.9, p. 1042]. Subsequent references, beginning
with [11] and continuing with [13,16,7], have greatly generalized the original pure Schrödinger equation in the Euclidean
domain. Different approaches have been pursued, all sharing the goal of seeking preliminary Carleman-type estimates: a
unifying pseudo-differential approach in [11,12] under a pseudo-convexity assumption; a Riemannian geometric approach
yielding Carleman-type estimates [16]. In particular, in [14] and [15] the authors study control problems of the linear
Schrödinger equation on Riemannian manifolds.
We study boundary controllability of the semilinear problem (1.1) by some ideas from Yao [18].
Let us choose some Sobolev spaces to formulate our problems. Let
2k [n/2] + 4
be a given positive integer. We assume initial data u0 ∈ H2k−1(Ω) to study the possibility of moving it to another state in
H2k−1(Ω) at time T via a boundary control ϕ ∈⋂k−1l=0 Cl([0, T ]; H2k−3/2−2l(Γ0)).
We say ω ∈ H2k−1(Ω) is an equilibrium of the system (1.1) if
−a(x,ω)ω + i〈F (x,ω),∇ω〉+ b(x,ω) = 0 inΩ. (1.3)





∣∣ v ∈ H1(Ω), v|Γ1 = 0}.
We say that u0 ∈ H2k−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) and ϕ ∈
⋂k−1
l=0 Cl([0, T ]; H2k−3/2−2l(Γ0)) satisfy the compatibility conditions of
2k − 1 order if
ul ∈ H2k−1−2l(Ω), ul|Γ1 = 0, ϕ(l)(0) = ul|Γ0 , l = 0,1, . . . ,k − 1, (1.4)
where for l 1,
ul = u(l)(0), (1.5)
as computed formally (and recursively) in terms of u0, using the equation in (1.1).
Let ω ∈ H2k−1(Ω)∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) be an equilibrium of system (1.1). We deﬁne a new metric g1 on the manifold M
g1 = a−1(x,ω)g (1.6)
as a Riemannian metric on Ω and consider the couple (Ω, g1) as a Riemannian manifold with the boundary Γ . We denote
the inner product induced by g1 by 〈·,·〉g1 . Let x0 ∈ Ω be given. We denote the distance function from x ∈ Ω to x0 under
the Riemannian metric g1 by ρ(x).
Deﬁnition. An equilibrium ω ∈ H2k−1(Ω)∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) is called exactly controllable if there is x0 ∈ Ω and ρ0 > 0 such that
D2g1ρ






2 denotes the Hessian of the function ρ2 under the metric g1, Dg1 denotes the connection under the metric g1,
and Mx is the tangent space at the point x.
It is well known that the condition (1.7) is locally true. For any x0 ∈ Ω , there is a neighborhood at x0 such that the
condition (1.7) holds. Whether the condition (1.7) is true depends on the sectional curvature of the metric g1. There are
some criteria for the condition (1.7) to hold by curvature in Yao [18] and Triggiani [16].
Let
h(x) = ρ(x)Dg1ρ, x ∈ Ω. (1.9)
We have
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is given in (1.9) and νg1 is the outward normal to Γ in the metric g1 . Then there is 0 > 0 and T0 > 0 such that, for any 0< T < T0
given and for any ui0 ∈ H2k−1(Ω)∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) with∥∥ui0 − w∥∥2k−1  0, i = 1,2,
we can ﬁnd ϕ ∈⋂k−2l=0 Cl([0, T ]; H2k−2l−3/2(Γ0))with ϕ(k−1) ∈ H1((0, T )×Γ0)which is compatible with the initial data u10 of 2k−1
order, to satisfy
u(T ) = u20.
The above is a local result. However, if we have enough equilibria exactly controllable, we can move one equilibrium to
another along an equilibrium curve. This uses the open mapping theorem, locally exact controllability, and a compactness
argument. This approach was used by Schmidt [10] for the quasilinear string.
We assume that the system (1.1) further satisﬁes the condition
F (x, ξ) = 0, b(x, ξ) = b1(x, ξ)ξ, (x, ξ) ∈ Ω × C, (1.10)
where b1(x, ξ) = b˜1(x, y, z) : Ω × R × R → [0,+∞) is smooth for ξ = y + iz. Let ω ∈ H2k−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) be a given
equilibrium. For α ∈ [0,1], we assume that ωα ∈ H2k−1(Ω) are the solutions of the boundary problem{−a(x,ωα)ωα + b1(x,ωα)ωα = 0, x ∈ Ω,
ωα |Γ = αω|Γ . (1.11)
For the existence of the classical solution to the Dirichlet problem (1.11), for example, see Gilbarg and Trudinger [3].
Theorem 1.2. Suppose (1.10) holds in the system (1.1) and let an equilibrium ω ∈ H2k−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) be exactly controllable. Let





([0, T ]; H2k−2l−3/2(Γ0))
with ψ(k−1) ∈ H1((0, T ) × Γ0) which is compatible with the initial data ω, such that the solution of the problem (1.1) with u0 = ω
satisﬁes u(T ) = 0.
Since the semilinear Schrödinger equation is time-reversible, an equilibrium can be moved to another if they can both
be moved to zero.
2. Existence of uniformly small time solutions
There are standard methods to obtain existence of short time solutions, for example, see [1] or [4]. However, intervals of
small time for such solutions depend on initial data and boundary values. In order to carry out boundary control, we need
a uniform existence interval (maybe small) for all initial data and boundary values around an equilibrium. In this section
we establish such results, Theorem 2.1 below.
We consider the problem⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iut = −a(x,u)u + i
〈
F (x,u),∇u〉+ b(x,u) in (0, T )×Ω,
u = ϕ on (0, T )× Γ,
u(0) = u0 inΩ.
(2.1)
The main results of this section are
Theorem 2.1. Let k  12 [n/2] + 2 be given. Let ω ∈ H2k−1(Ω) be an equilibrium of the system (2.1). There exist 0 > 0 and T0 > 0




‖ul‖2k−1−2l  0, (2.2)
and for all ϕ ∈⋂k−2l=0 Cl([0, T0]; H2k−2l−3/2(Γ )) with ϕ(k−1) ∈ H1((0, T0) × Γ ) which satisfy the compatibility conditions with u0
of 2k − 1 order, and such that




∥∥ϕˆ(l)(t)∥∥2H2k−2l−3/2(Γ ) + ∥∥ϕˆ(k−1)∥∥2H1((0,T0)×Γ )  0, (2.3)
where
ϕˆ = ϕ −ω|Γ , (2.4)
the system (2.1) has a solution u ∈⋂k−1l=0 Cl([0, T0]; H2k−1−2l(Ω)).
We collect here a few basic properties of Sobolev spaces on the compact Riemannian manifold (Ω, g) to be involved in
the sequel.
Lemma 2.1.
(i) Let s1 > s2  0. For any  > 0 there is c > 0 such that
‖w‖2s2  ‖w‖2s1 + c‖w‖2, ∀w ∈ Hs1(Ω). (2.5)
(ii) If s> n/2, then for each k = 0,1, . . . , we have Hs+k(Ω) ⊂ Ck(Ω) with continuous inclusion.
(iii) Let s j  0, j = 1, . . . ,k and r min1ik min j1··· ji {s j1 + · · · + s ji − (i − 1)([n/2] + 1)} 0. Then there is a constant c > 0
such that
‖ f1 · · · fk‖r  c‖ f1‖s1 · · · ‖ fk‖sk , ∀ f j ∈ Hs j (Ω), 1 j  k. (2.6)
In addition, we need the following lemma, which is similar to Lemma 2.1 in Yao [17].
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a real vector ﬁeld on the Riemannian manifold (M, g). Then, for any f ∈ H1(Ω) we have
2Re
〈∇ f¯ ,∇(X( f ))〉(x) = (DX + (DX))(∇ f¯ ,∇ f )(x)+ X(∣∣∇ f (x)∣∣2), ∀x ∈ Ω, (2.7)
where (DX) is the transposition of D X.
Proof. Let x ∈ Ω . Let E1, . . . , En be a frame ﬁeld normal at x. There are functions h1, . . . ,hn on some neighborhood of x
such that X =∑nl=1 hl El . In addition, we have
X( f ) =
n∑
l=1
hl El( f ), ∇ f =
n∑
l=1



































El( f¯ )EsEl( f )
)
(x), (2.9)
where EsEl( f )(x) = El Es f (x) is the second covariant differential of f . Then we have
2Re
〈∇ f¯ ,∇(X( f ))〉(x) = 2Re n∑
l,s=1


























= (DX + (DX))(∇ f¯ ,∇ f )(x)+ X(|∇ f |2)(x), (2.10)
where we have used the identity DX(El, Es)(x) = El(hs) established in Yao [17]. 
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Given T > 0. Let u solve the problem⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iut = −a(x, t)u + i
〈
F (t, x),∇u〉+ f1(t, x)u + f2(t, x)u¯ + f (t, x) in (0, T )×Ω,
u = υ on (0, T )× Γ,
u(0) = u0 inΩ,
(2.11)
where a(t, x) : [0, T ] →R satisﬁes
λ a(t, x) λ1, ∀(t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×Ω, (2.12)
for some constant λ1  λ > 0. In the system (2.11), F (t, x) is a real vector ﬁeld and f1, f2 are complex-valued functions.
They satisfy
a(t, x) ∈ C([0, T ];C2(Ω))∩ W 1,∞((0, T );C(Ω)), ess sup
0tT
∣∣F (t, x)∣∣<∞,
f1(t, x), f2(t, x), f (t, x) ∈ L∞
(
(0, T );C(Ω)). (2.13)
Lemma 2.3. Given T > 0. Let u0 ∈ H1(Ω) and υ ∈ H1((0, T ) × Γ ). Then the system (2.11) has a unique solution u ∈
C([0, T ]; H1(Ω)), which satisﬁes
∥∥u(t)∥∥21  C
(
‖u0‖21 + ‖υ‖2H1((0,T )×Γ ) +
T∫
0
‖ f ‖21 dτ
)






|uν |2 dΓ dτ  C
(∥∥u(0)∥∥21 + ‖υ‖2H1((0,T )×Γ ) +
T∫
0
∥∥ f (τ )∥∥21 dτ
)
, (2.15)
where the positive constant C depends on the coeﬃcients of the system and the time T .
We deﬁne
g1(t) = a−1(t, x)g, t ∈ [0, T ]
as a new Riemannian metric depending on time in Ω and consider the couple (Ω, g1(t)) as a Riemannian manifold with a
boundary Γ . Let G = det(gij), G1 = det(g1i j), (gij) = (gij)−1 and (gij1 ) = (g1i j)−1. Then we have
G1 = a−nG, and
(
gij1
)= a(x, t)(gij). (2.16)
Furthermore, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4. Let x ∈ Ω . We denote by Mx the tangent space of x, by ∇g1 the gradient in the metric g1 , by g1 the Laplace operator in
the metric g1 . Then we have
∇g1u = a∇u, 〈X, Y 〉g1 =
1
a
〈X, Y 〉, 〈∇g1u,∇g1 v〉g1 = a〈∇u,∇v〉, (2.17)
for all u, v ∈ H1(Ω), X, Y ∈ Mx.
Furthermore,






〈∇ f ,∇a〉, ∀ f ∈ H2(Ω). (2.18)




















uxi vx j g
i j = a〈∇u,∇v〉, (2.20)
i j i j
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∑
i j




XiY j gi j = 1
a
〈X, Y 〉, (2.21)
where X =∑ni=1 Xi ∂∂xi and Y =∑ni=1 Yi ∂∂xi .
We then show the relation between g1 and .







































ax j fxl g






〈∇ f ,∇a〉.  (2.22)
The problem (2.11) is transformed into a new form⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iu˜t = −g1 u˜ + i
〈
F (t, x),∇g1 u˜
〉
g1
+ f˜1(t, x)u˜ + f2(t, x) ¯˜u + f˜ (t, x) in (0, T )×Ω,
u = υ˜ on (0, T )× Γ,
u(0) = u˜0 inΩ,
(2.23)
by means of the transformation
u˜(t, x) = a− 12 (− n2+1)(t, x)u(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×Ω, (2.24)
where

















(∣∣∇u(t)∣∣2 + ∣∣u(t)∣∣2)dΩ and E˜(t) = ∫
Ω
(|∇u˜|2 + |u˜|2)dΩ. (2.27)





is the outward unit normal ﬁeld along the boundary Γ in the metric g1. Take a real-valued vector ﬁeld H on Ω such that
H(t, x) = νg1 (t, x) for (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Γ .
We denote the metric volume elements in the metrics g and g1 by dΩ and dΩg1 respectively. We denote the metric
surface elements in the induced metric g and g1 by dΓ and dΓg1 respectively. Then we have the relations
dΩg1 = a−
n
2 (t, x)dΩ and dΓg1 = a−
n−1
2 (t, x)dΓ. (2.29)
We give an estimate on
∫
Ω
|∇u˜(t)|2 dΩ for 0 t  T .























i〈F ,∇g1 u˜〉g1H( ¯˜u)dΩg1 dτ
+ 2
t∫ ∫
( f˜1u˜ + f2 ¯˜u + f˜ )H( ¯˜u)dΩg1 dτ . (2.30)
0 Ω








































































































u˜t H( ¯˜u)dΩg1 dτ = i
∫
Ω



























u˜ ¯˜ut divg1 H dΩg1 dτ , (2.32)
where we have used the boundary condition of the system (2.23) and the deﬁnition of the vector ﬁeld H .





























(−i〈F ,∇g1 ¯˜u〉g1 + ¯˜f1 ¯˜u + f¯2u˜ + ¯˜f )u˜ divg1 H dΩg1 dτ . (2.33)

























|∇g1 u˜|2g1 divg1 H dΩg1 dτ . (2.34)
We decompose ∇g1 u˜(t, x) on Γ as
∇g1 u˜(t, x) = 〈∇g1 u˜, νg1〉g1νg1 + ∇Γg1 υ˜(t, x) = u˜νg1 νg1 + ∇Γg1 υ˜(t, x), (2.35)
where ∇Γg1 is the gradient of the induced metric of the boundary Γ from the metric g1. Then on Γ we have
|∇g1 u˜|2g = |u˜νg |2 + |∇Γg υ˜|2g . (2.36)1 1 1 1

















































































F ( ¯˜u)+ f¯1 ¯˜u + f¯2u˜




( ¯˜u(t))a− n2 dΩ + i ∫
Ω
u˜0H( ¯˜u0)a− n2 dΩ. (2.37)
We estimate the right-hand side of the identity (2.37), using the inequality
ab |a|2 + 1
4






|u˜νg1 |2 dΓg1 dτ  C
(
‖υ˜‖2H1((0,T )×Γ ) +
t∫
0
E˜(τ )dτ + E˜(0)+
t∫
0










where C > 0 depends on a, H, F , f˜1, f2 and f˜ , and B = λ−n sup(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Γ |H|2.
























i F (u˜)+ f˜1u˜ + f2 ¯˜u + f˜
) ¯˜ut dΩg1 dτ . (2.40)












































2+1)|∇u˜|2 dΩ dτ . (2.41)Ω 0 Ω




























〈∇g1 ¯˜u,∇g1(F (u˜))〉dΩg1 dτ . (2.42)
On Γ we decompose the vector ﬁeld F as
F = 〈F , νg1〉g1νg1 + F1, (2.43)
where F1 is the projection of F on the submanifold Γ .





























Dg1 F + (Dg1 F )
)







¯˜f 1 ¯˜u + f¯2u˜ + ¯˜f )F (u˜)dΩg1 dτ . (2.44)






















(−i F ( ¯˜u)+ ¯˜f 1 ¯˜u + f¯2u˜ + f˜ )( f˜1u˜ + f2 ¯˜u + f˜ )dΩg1 dτ . (2.45)


































|∇g1 u˜|2g1 divg1 F dΩg1 dτ
+
t∫ ∫ (
Dg1 F + (Dg1 F )
)
(∇g1 ¯˜u,∇g1 u˜)dΩg1 dτ + 2Re
t∫ ∫
(
¯˜f 1 ¯˜u + f¯2u˜ + ¯˜f )F (u˜)dΩg1dτ0 Ω 0 Ω











(−i F ( ¯˜u)+ ¯˜f 1 ¯˜u + f¯2u˜ + f˜ )( f˜1u˜ + f2 ¯˜u + f˜ )dΩg1 dτ . (2.46)









|u˜νg1 |2 dΓg1 dτ + C
(















1 , n> 2m,
1, n = 2,
λ− n2+1, n = 1,
and B1 = sup
(t,x)∈[0,T ]×Γ
∣∣〈F , νg1〉g1 ∣∣+ 2. (2.48)
We then give an estimate on
∫
Ω
|u˜(t)|2 dΩ for 0 t  T .
Similar to that of
∫
Ω
|∇u˜|2 dΩ , we multiply both sides of the system (2.23) by 2 ¯˜u, integrate it over (0, T )×Ω by parts,
and take the imaginary parts to obtain
∫
Ω
∣∣u˜(t)∣∣2a− n2 (t, x)dΩ = ∫
Ω






i F (u˜)+ f˜1u˜ + f2 ¯˜u + f˜



















¯˜υ dΓg1 dτ .




















∥∥ f˜ (τ )∥∥2 dτ
)
, (2.49)
where 1 > 0 and λ0 is deﬁned in (2.48).









∣∣u˜(t)∣∣2 dΩ  C
(

























‖ f˜ ‖21 dτ
)
. (2.51)
Let 1  λ0B1(
2BB21
λ0









‖ f˜ ‖21 dτ
)
. (2.52)0 0
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E˜(t) CT
(
E˜(0)+ ‖υ˜‖2H1((0,T )×Γ ) +
T∫
0
‖ f˜ ‖21 dτ
)
. (2.53)





|u˜νg1 |2 dΓg1 dτ  CT
(
E˜(0)+ ‖υ˜‖2H1((0,T )×Γ ) +
T∫
0
‖ f˜ ‖21 dτ
)
. (2.54)












2 |u˜ν |2 dΓ dτ . (2.55)





|u˜ν |2 dΓ dτ  CT
(
E˜(0)+ ‖υ˜‖2H1((0,T )×Γ ) +
T∫
0
‖ f˜ ‖21 dτ
)
. (2.56)
By virtue of the transformation (2.24), the condition (2.12) and the inequality (2.38), we can have
C1T E(t) E˜(t) C2T E(t), 0 t  T , (2.57)























|uν |2 dΓ dτ + ‖υ‖2H1((0,T )×Γ )
)
, (2.59)
‖υ˜‖2H1((0,T )×Γ )  CT ‖υ‖2H1((0,T )×Γ ),
T∫
0
‖ f˜ ‖21 dτ  CT
T∫
0
‖ f ‖21 dτ . (2.60)
By virtue of (2.57)–(2.60), we can obtain the inequalities (2.14) and (2.15) from the inequalities (2.53) and (2.56).
From the inequality (2.14) and the fact that C∞([0, T ] × Γ ) is dense in H1((0, T ) × Γ ), we obtain that the prob-
lem (2.11) has a unique solution u ∈ L∞((0, T ); H1(Ω)). Using the method of Section 8.4 in [8], we obtain the solution
u ∈ C([0, T ]; H1(Ω)). 












w(l)(0) = ul inΩ, l = 0,1, . . . ,k − 1, w = ϕ on (0, T )× Γ.
(2.61)





u + i〈F (x,w(t)),∇u〉, u ∈ H2(Ω). (2.62)
We need the following lemma:
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(i) Let h(x, ξ) h(x, y, z) be a smooth function on Ω ×R×R, where ξ = y + iz. Take w ∈ z(r, T ). Then for l = 0, . . . ,k − 1, there
is a constant Cr > 0 depending only on r such that
ess sup
0tT
∥∥h(l)(x,w)∥∥2k−1−2l  Cr, (2.63)
where h(l)(x,w) means [h(x,w(t))](l) , the lth order derivative of h(x,w(t)) with respect to t.
(ii) Take w ∈ z(r, T ). Let the elliptic operator B1(t) be deﬁned by (2.62). Then there is Cr > 0, which depends on the r, such that
‖v‖l  Cr
(‖B1v‖l−2 + ‖v‖ + ‖v‖Hl−1/2(Γ )), (2.64)
for all v such that B1v ∈ Hl−2(Ω), where l 1.













2 · · ·w
(sq)
2 , (2.65)
where hpq(x, ξ) = hpq(x, y, z) for ξ = y + iz ∈ C are smooth functions. We use the properties (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.1 to
obtain∥∥hpq(x,w)w(r1)1 · · ·w(rp)1 w(s1)2 · · ·w(sq)2 ∥∥2k−1−2l
 Cr
∥∥w(r1)1 ∥∥2k−1−2r1 · · ·∥∥w(rp)1 ∥∥2k−1−2rp∥∥w(s1)2 ∥∥2k−1−2s1 · · ·∥∥w(sq)2 ∥∥2k−1−2sq
 Cr, (2.66)
where p + q = 1, . . . , l and p,q 0. Then we have proved (i).
(ii) A standard method as to the linear elliptic problem can give the inequality (2.64), for example see [3] and [2]. 




∥∥u(l)(t)∥∥22k−1−2l, 0 t  T . (2.67)
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Without loss of generality we suppose that the equilibrium is the zero.
Step 1. Taking w ∈ z(r, T ), we study the following linear system ﬁrst⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iut = −a(x,w)u + i
〈
F (x,w),∇u〉+ b(x,w) in (0, T )×Ω,
u = ϕ on (0, T )× Γ,
u(0) = u0 inΩ.
(2.68)
Let 2k [n/2] + 4 be given. Let u0 ∈ H2k−1(Ω) be given. Let u be a solution to the problem (2.68).
Claim 1. Fix r > 0. Let T > 0 be small. Then there exists a constant Cr > 0 such that
E(t) Cr
(





∥∥ϕ(p)(τ )∥∥2H2k−2p−3/2(Γ ) + ∥∥ϕ(k−1)∥∥2H1((0,T )×Γ )
)
. (2.69)





([0, T ]; H2k−1−2l(Ω)). (2.70)
Proof. For 0 l k − 1, we formally differentiate the system (2.68) l times with respect to t and obtain⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iu(l)t = −a(x,w)u(l) + i
〈
F (x,w),∇u(l)〉+ fl + b(l)(x,w) in (0, T )×Ω,
u(l) = ϕ(l) on (0, T )× Γ,
(l)
(2.71)u (0) = ul inΩ,





(−a(s)(x,w)u(l−s) + i〈F (s)(x,w),∇u(l−s)〉), 1 l k − 1, (2.72)
and Csl is the binomial coeﬃcient.
We use (2.6) and (2.63) to obtain










‖ fl‖22k−3−2l  Cr
l−1∑
s=0
∥∥u(s)∥∥22k−3−2s, l = 1, . . . ,k − 2. (2.74)
We apply the estimate (2.14) to the problem (2.71) with l = k − 1, via Lemma 2.5 and the inequality (2.73) to obtain
∥∥u(k−1)(t)∥∥21  CrT
(∥∥ϕ(k−1)∥∥2H1((0,T )×Γ ) + ‖uk−1‖21 +
T∫
0
∥∥ fk−1 + b(k−1)(x,w)∥∥21 dτ
)
 CrT














∥∥ϕ(p)(τ )∥∥2H2k−2p−3/2(Γ ) + ∥∥ϕ(k−1)∥∥2H1((0,T )×Γ )





, t ∈ [0, T ], l = 0,1, . . . ,k − 1, (2.76)
holds by induction in l.
The inequality (2.75) shows that the inequality (2.76) is true for l = k − 1. Suppose that the inequality (2.76) is true for
some 1 l0  k − 1. We will show that it is true for l = l0 − 1.
Let the elliptic operator B1 be given by (2.62). We use the ellipticity of the operator B1 to have, via the problem (2.71)
with l = l0 − 1 and (2.74),∥∥u(l0−1)(t)∥∥22k−2l0+1  Cr(∥∥B1u(l0−1)∥∥22k−1−2l0 + ∥∥ϕ(l0−1)(t)∥∥2H2k−2l0+1/2(Γ ) + ∥∥u(l0−1)(t)∥∥2)
 Cr
(∥∥u(l0)∥∥22k−1−2l0 + ∥∥b(l0−1)(x,w)∥∥22k−1−2l0















 2‖us‖22k−3−2s + 2t
t∫
0
∥∥u(1+s)∥∥22k−3−2s dτ , (2.78)
and

















 CrE(0)+ Crt2, (2.79)
where w(l)(0) = ul for l = 0, . . . ,k − 1. In the above inequality we have used Lemma 2.1 and the condition b(x,0) = 0. We








∥∥ϕ(p)(τ )∥∥2H2k−2p−3/2(Γ ) + ∥∥ϕ(k−1)∥∥2H1((0,T )×Γ )






Then (2.76) follows by induction.








∥∥ϕ(p)(τ )∥∥2H2k−2p−3/2(Γ ) + ∥∥ϕ(k−1)∥∥2H1((0,T )×Γ )





, 0 t  T . (2.81)
Integration of the inequality (2.81) over (0, T ) yields
(1− CrT T )
T∫
0








+ ∥∥ϕ(k−1)∥∥2H1((0,T )×Γ ) + T + T 2
)
. (2.82)
Insertion of the inequality (2.82) with CrT T  12 into (2.81) yields the inequality (2.69).
To complete the proof of Claim 1, it remains to show that the relation (2.70) holds true. The inequality (2.69) implies
u ∈⋂k−1l=0 Wl,∞(0, T ; H2k−1−2l(Ω)). Applying Lemma 2.3, we have u(k−1) ∈ C([0, T ]; H1(Ω)). A similar argument as in The-
orem 3.1 in [1] shows that the relation (2.70) holds true. 
Step 2. Let r > 0 be given. Let Cr1 > 0 be such that CrT  Cr1 for all T > 0 small, where CrT is the constant in the
inequality (2.69).






∥∥ϕ(p)(τ )∥∥2H2k−2p−3/2(Γ ) + ∥∥ϕ(k−1)∥∥2H1((0,T )×Γ )  r2Cr1 . (2.83)
We denote by Υ the map which carries w ∈ z(r, T ) into the solution u of the problem (2.68). Now we ﬁx T0 small such
that 0< T0 + T 20  r2Cr1 and T0  12Cr1 . By (2.69) we have E(t) r for 0 t  T  T0. Then
Υ : z(r, T ) → z(r, T ), T  T0. (2.84)
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, we next show that Υ is a strictly contractive map.
Let w, wˆ ∈ z(r, T ). Let u = Υ (w) and uˆ = Υ (wˆ). We equip z(r, T ) with the complete metric  deﬁned by
(w, wˆ) = ess sup∥∥w(t)− wˆ(t)∥∥1. (2.85)
0tT
L. Deng, P.-F. Yao / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 372 (2010) 19–44 33Set U = u − uˆ. Then U is the solution to the following system⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iUt = −a(x,w)U + i
〈
F (x,w),∇U 〉+ Q in (0, T )×Ω,
U = 0 on (0, T )× Γ,
U (0) = 0 inΩ,
(2.86)
where
Q = (a(x, wˆ)− a(x,w))uˆ + i〈F (x,w)− F (x, wˆ),∇uˆ〉+ b(x,w)− b(x, wˆ). (2.87)
Applying the mean value theorem and the inequality (2.14) to (2.86), we have, via the boundary and initial condition
of U ,
∥∥U (t)∥∥21  CrT
T∫
0
∥∥Q (τ )∥∥21 dτ  Cr1T(w, wˆ)2. (2.88)
Choosing T0 > 0 so small such that Cr1T0 < 1, we obtain the map Υ is strictly contractive for 0< T  T0. 
3. Locally exact controllability
The proof for the locally exact controllability depends on the following fact: Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let
Φ : O → Y , where O is an open subset of X , be Frechét differentiable. Let X0 ∈ O. If Φ ′(X0) : X → Y is surjective, then
there is an open neighborhood of Y0 = Φ(X0) contained in the image Φ(O ).
Given 0< T  T0, where T0 is given in Theorem 2.1, we introduce two Banach spaces:







([0, T ]; H2k−3/2−2l(Γ0))











([0, T ]; H2k−3/2−2l(Γ0))
ϕ(l)(T ) = 0, 0 l k − 1, ϕ(k−1) ∈ H1((0, T )× Γ0)
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭ , (3.2)
with the same norm ‖ϕ‖2X0 =
∑k−2
l=0 sup0τT ‖ϕ(l)(τ )‖2H2k−2l−3/2(Γ0) + ‖ϕ
(k−1)‖2
H1((0,T )×Γ0) .
Let ω ∈ H2k−1(Ω)∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) be exactly controllable. We invoke Theorem 2.1 to deﬁne a map for ϕ ∈ X 2k−10 (T ) by setting
Φ(ϕ) = u(T ), (3.3)
where u is the solution of the following problem⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iut = −a(x,u)u + i
〈
F (x,u),∇u〉+ b(x,u) in (0, T )×Ω,
u = 0 on (0, T )× Γ1, u =ω|Γ0 + ϕ on (0, T )× Γ0,
u(0) =ω inΩ.
(3.4)
Let 0 > 0 be given in Theorem 2.1. Then
Φ : BX 2k−10 (T )(0, 0) → H
2k−1(Ω)∩ H1Γ1(Ω), (3.5)
where BX 2k−10 (T )(0, 0) is the ball in the space X
2k−1
0 (T ) with the radius 0 centered at 0. We observe that Φ(0) =ω.
We need to compute





, ϕ ∈ X 2k−10 (T ). (3.6)
It is easy to check that
Φ ′(0)ϕ = v(T ), (3.7)
where v(t, x) is the solution of the linear system
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⎪⎪⎩
ivt = −a(x,ω)v + i
〈
F (x,ω),∇v〉+ r − irˆ
2
v + r + irˆ
2
v¯ in (0, T )×Ω,
v = 0 on (0, T )× Γ1, v = ϕ on (0, T )× Γ0,
v(0) = 0 inΩ,
(3.8)
where























We now verify that Φ ′(0) : ϕ ∈ X 2k−10 (T ) → H2k−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) is surjective. In the language of control theory the
surjection is just exact controllability, which for a reversible system such as (3.8) is equivalent to null controllability.
Explicitly, one has to show that, for speciﬁed T > 0, given v0 ∈ H2k−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω), one can ﬁnd ϕ ∈ X˜ 2k−10 (T ) such
that the solution to⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
ivt = −a(x,ω)v + i
〈
F (x,ω),∇v〉+ r − irˆ
2
v + r + irˆ
2
v¯ in (0, T )×Ω,
v = 0 on (0, T )× Γ1, v = ϕ on (0, T )× Γ0,
v(0) = v0 inΩ,
(3.11)
satisﬁes
v(T ) = 0. (3.12)
Since the second-order term in the problem (3.11) is not a Laplace operator, the direct study of the null controllability
of the problem (3.11) is not an easy job. Then we give a transformation similar to that of the problem (2.23).
We deﬁne
g1 = a−1(x,ω)g
as a new Riemannian metric on Ω and consider the couple (Ω, g1) as a Riemannian manifold with a boundary Γ .
The problem (3.11) is transformed into a new form
⎧⎨
⎩
i v˜t = B v˜ in (0, T )×Ω,
v˜ = 0 on (0, T )× Γ1, v˜ = ϕ˜ on (0, T )× Γ0,
v˜(0) = v˜0 inΩ,
(3.13)
by means of the transformation
v˜(t, x) = a− 12 (− n2+1)(x,ω)v(t, x), (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] ×Ω, (3.14)
where














+ r − irˆ
2
)




ϕ˜ = a− 12 (− n2+1)(x,ω)ϕ, v˜0 = a− 12 (− n2+1)(x,ω)v0. (3.16)
Then the null controllability of the problem (3.11) is equivalent to that of the problem (3.13).
In order to obtain the null controllability of the system (3.13), we have to study observability estimates of an adjoint
system of the system (3.13). However, since v˜ and ¯˜v appear in the formula (3.15) at the same time, a formal adjoint operator
of B does not exist. To overcome this diﬃculty, we consider an equivalent real system instead of the problem (3.13).











































(−g1 v˜2 + 〈F ,∇g1 v˜1〉g1 + h1 v˜1 + h2 v˜2
g1 v˜1 + 〈F ,∇g1 v˜2〉g1 + h3 v˜1 + h4 v˜2
)
, (3.18)












2 (− n2+1) + rˆ2, (3.19)
and







a−1〈F ,∇g1a〉g1 − rˆ1. (3.20)


































(−g1φ2 + 〈F ,∇g1φ1〉g1 + (div F − h1)φ1 − h3φ2
g1φ1 + 〈F ,∇g1φ2〉g1 − h2φ1 + (div F − h4)φ2
)
. (3.22)
Next, we study observability estimates of the adjoint system (3.21) to obtain the null controllability of the system (3.17)
or equivalently that of the system (3.13). Fortunately, the real system (3.21) is equivalent to the following complex-valued
system where φ = φ1 + iφ2⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iφt = Bˆφ in (0, T )×Ω,
φ = 0 on (0, T )× Γ,
φ(0) = φ0 inΩ,
(3.23)
where
Bˆ = −g1φ + i〈F ,∇g1φ〉g1 + Rφ + Rˆφ¯, (3.24)
R = 1
2
(2i div F − ih1 + h2 − h3 − ih4), and Rˆ = 1
2
(−ih1 + h2 + h3 + ih4). (3.25)
To obtain the null controllability of the system (3.13), therefore we need to study the observability estimates of the
system (3.23). Note that the systems (3.13) and (3.23) are not dual with each other in the traditional sense.
Now we write out the controlled systems (3.13) and (3.17) as follows. Let φ = φ1 + iφ2 solve the problem (3.23) (or
equivalently (φ1, φ2) solve the problem (3.21)). Let νg1 be the outward unit normal ﬁeld along the boundary Γ in the
metric g1. We take a boundary control ϕ = −iφνg1 in (3.13) (or equivalently (ϕ1,ϕ2) = (φ2νg1 ,−φ1νg1 ) in (3.17)) and obtain
the controlled system in a complex-valued form⎧⎨
⎩
iψt = Bψ in (0, T )×Ω,
ψ = 0 on (0, T )× Γ1, ψ = −iφνg1 on (0, T )× Γ0,
ψ(T ) = 0 inΩ,
(3.26)
or equivalently a real-valued form























































(v2u1νg1 − v1u2νg1 )dΓg1 , (3.28)
for all v = v1 + iv2 ∈ H2(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) and u = u1 + iu2 ∈ H2(Ω) ∩ H10(Ω), where (·,·) denotes the inner product in
L2(Ω)× L2(Ω).
Given φ0 = φ10 + iφ20 ∈ H10(Ω) (or (φ10, φ20) ∈ H10(Ω) × H10(Ω)). We solve the problem (3.23) (or (3.21)). Then we
solve the controlled system (3.26) (or (3.27)). We deﬁne linear maps Λ : H10(Ω) → H−1(Ω) or Λ˜ : H10(Ω) × H10(Ω) →
H−1(Ω)× H−1(Ω) by





Let ϕ0 = ϕ10 + iϕ20 ∈ H10(Ω) be given. Let ϕ (or (ϕ1,ϕ2)) be the solution to the problem (3.23) with the initial data ϕ0
(or the problem (3.21) with initial data (ϕ10,ϕ20)). We multiply both sides of Eq. (3.27) by (ϕ1,ϕ2), and integrate it by


















ϕ1νg1 + φ2νg1ϕ2νg1 )dΓg1 dt. (3.30)

















|φνg1 |2 dΓg1 dt. (3.31)
3.1. Distributed control
Fortunately, the observability inequality of the system (3.23) (or equivalently the system (3.21)) has been studied by [16]
at the norm of the space H10(Ω).
Lemma 3.1. Let ω ∈ H2k−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) be an exactly controllable equilibrium, and T > 0 be arbitrarily given. Assume〈h(x), νg1 (x)〉g1  0 for x ∈ Γ1 , where h(x) is given in (1.9), νg1 is the unit outward normal vector to Γ in the Riemannian met-






|φνg1 |2 dΓg1 dτ  C2T ‖φ0‖21. (3.32)
Remark 3.1. Theorem 2.3.1 in [16] gives the observability inequality in H1(Ω) level to problems of the form:⎧⎨
⎩
iφt = −g1φ + i〈F ,∇g1φ〉g1 + l(x)φ in (0, T )×Ω,
φ = 0 on (0, T )× Γ,
φ(0) = φ0 inΩ,
(3.33)
where l(x) ∈ L∞(Ω). It seems that we can’t use Theorem 2.3.1 in [16] to the problem (3.23). However, since φ¯ is zero-order
term which does not affect the energy estimates in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 in [16], the problem (3.23) still has the
observability inequality in H1(Ω) level. The right-hand side of the inequality (3.32) is easy to be obtained.
Remark 3.2. Let φ = φ1 + iφ2. It is easy to check that the norm ‖φ‖s is equivalent to the norm ‖(φ1, φ2)‖s for all φ ∈ Hs(Ω)
and any integer s −1, where ‖(·,·)‖s is the norm of the product space Hs(Ω) × Hs(Ω). Thus by the formula (3.31), the
inequality (3.32) is equivalent to the inequality





























Then the map Λ˜ is an isomorphism from H10(Ω)× H10(Ω) to H−1(Ω)× H−1(Ω) by Lax–Milgram theorem (or equivalently,
Λ is an isomorphism from H10(Ω) to H
−1(Ω)). By Lemma 3.1, we have constructed a control −iφνg1 ∈ L2((0, T )×Γ0) which
moves the initial state ψ(0) ∈ H−1(Ω) of the system (3.26) to rest at the time T .
However, the above control strategy only gives distributed control function because solution ψ(t, x) of the controlled
system (3.26) is only in H−1(Ω) no matter φ0 is smooth or not. Indeed, since −iφνg1 = 0 for any x ∈ Γ0, the compatible
condition ψ(T ) = −iφνg1 (T ) for x ∈ Γ0 is never true.
3.2. Smooth control
We shall modify the above control strategy to obtain smooth control as in [18]. Our main results of this section are
Theorem 3.1. Let k be an integer with 2k [n/2] + 4. Assume the same hypothesis as in Lemma 3.1. Then, for any v˜0 ∈ H2k−1(Ω) ∩
H1Γ1 (Ω), there is a control function ϕ˜ ∈ X˜ 2k−10 (T ) such that the solution v˜ ∈
⋂k−1
l=0 Cl([0, T ]; H2k−1−2l(Ω)) of the problem (3.13)
satisﬁes v˜(T ) = 0.
In the following we shall show that Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to observability estimates. Let T > T1 > 0. We assume that
z ∈ C∞(−∞,+∞) is such that 0 z(t) 1 with
z(t) =
{
0, t  T ,
1, t  T1.
(3.35)







= 0, or equivalently, Bˆsu∣∣
Γ
= 0, 0 s l, (3.36)
with the norm of H2l+1(Ω), where B∗ and Bˆ are given by (3.22) and (3.24) respectively.
Given φ0 = φ10 + iφ20 ∈ Ξ2k+10 (Ω), we solve the real problem (3.21) to have a complex-valued solution φ = φ1 + iφ2.
Then instead of (3.26), we solve the following problem⎧⎨
⎩
iψt = Bψ in (0, T )×Ω,
ψ = 0 on (0, T )× Γ1, ψ = −iz(t)φνg1 on (0, T )× Γ0,
ψ(T ) = 0 inΩ.
(3.37)


















z(t)(φ1νg1ϕ1νg1 + φ2νg1ϕ2νg1 )dΓg1 dt. (3.38)
We need the following boundary regularity.
Lemma 3.2. Let φ solve the problem (3.23)with the initial data φ0 ∈ Ξ30 (Ω). Then φνg1 ∈ H1((0, T )×Γ0)with ‖φνg1 ‖H1((0,T )×Γ0) 
CT ‖φ0‖3 for some constant CT > 0.
Proof. Formal differentiation of the problem (3.23) with respect to t yields⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
iφtt = Bˆφt in (0, T )×Ω,
φt = 0 on (0, T )× Γ,
φt(0) = −iBˆφ0 inΩ.
(3.39)
The condition φ0 ∈ Ξ30 (Ω) implies Bˆφ0 ∈ H10(Ω). By Lemma 3.1 we have
T∫ ∫
|φtνg1 |2 dΓg1 dt  C‖Bˆφ0‖21  C‖φ0‖23. (3.40)
0 Γ0
38 L. Deng, P.-F. Yao / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 372 (2010) 19–44We next prove that φνg1 ∈ L2((0, T ); H1(Γ )). Let X be a vector ﬁeld on the manifold Γ , that is, X(x) ∈ Γx for each x ∈ Γ .
We extend X to the whole Ω to be a vector ﬁeld on the manifold (Ω, g1). Let
v = X(φ), (t, x) ∈ (0, T )×Ω. (3.41)
Then v solves⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
ivt = Bˆv + [X, Bˆ]φ in (0, T )×Ω,
v = 0 on (0, T )× Γ,
v(0) = X(φ0) inΩ,
(3.42)
where [X, Bˆ]φ = X(Bˆφ)− BˆX(φ). Note that [X, Bˆ]φ is a second-order term.
We use the inequality (2.53) to the problem (3.39) and the ellipticity of the operator Bˆ to obtain∥∥φ(t)∥∥3  C‖φ0‖3, 0 t  T . (3.43)











 CT ‖φ0‖3. (3.44)
Since
X(φνg1 ) = νg1
(
X(φ)
)+ [X, νg1 ]φ,





∣∣X(φνg1 )∣∣2 dΓg1 dt  CT ‖φ0‖23,
for any vector ﬁeld X on the submanifold Γ , that is, φνg1 ∈ L2((0, T ); H1(Γ )). 
We need the following ellipticity of the operator B which is deﬁned in (3.18).











































= ‖v1‖2s + ‖v2‖2s  C
(‖g1 v1 + h3v1‖2s−2 + ‖ −g1 v2 + h2v2‖2s−2
+ ‖v1‖2Hs−1/2(Γ ) + ‖v2‖2Hs−1/2(Γ ) + ‖v1‖2 + ‖v2‖2
)
 C
(∥∥g1 v1 + 〈F ,∇g1 v2〉g1 + h3v1 + h4v2∥∥2s−2 + ‖∇g1 v2‖2s−2
+ ∥∥−g1 v2 + 〈F ,∇g1 v1〉g1 + h1v1 + h2v2∥∥2s−2 + ‖∇g1 v1‖2s−2 + ‖v2‖2s−2


































0<  < 1, which completes the proof. 
Remark 3.3. It is easy to check that Lemma 3.3 is also true if the operator B is replaced by B∗ .
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Then there are constants C1T ,C2T > 0 such that
C1T ‖φ0‖2l+1  ‖Λφ0‖2l−1  C2T ‖φ0‖2l+1. (3.47)
In particular, Λ are isomorphisms from H10(Ω) to H
−1(Ω) and from Ξ2l+10 (Ω) to H2l−1(Ω)∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) for l 1, respectively.
























We then prove the inequality (3.48) instead of the inequality (3.47).
Step 1. Let φ0 = φ10+ iφ20 ∈ Ξ2l+10 (Ω). Let (ψ1,ψ2) solve the problem (3.27) with the boundary control (zφ2νg1 ,−zφ1νg1 ).































































































































































































where Cqs is the binomial coeﬃcient, or equivalently, ψ
(s) solves⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
iψ(s+1) = Bψ(s) in (0, T )×Ω,







on (0, T )× Γ0,
ψ(s)(T ) = 0, ψ(s)(0) = Ψ s1 + iΨ s2 inΩ.
(3.51)



















φ(s) is the solution to the system (3.23) with the initial data Φs1 + iΦs2), and Φs1 + iΦs2 ∈ Ξ30 (Ω). We then use Lemma 3.2 to

























































∥∥(φ10, φ20)∥∥2l  C∥∥(φ10, φ20)∥∥2l+1. (3.54)
We insert (3.52) and (3.53) with s  l − 1 and (3.54) with s  l − 2 into (3.49) to obtain the right-hand side of the
inequality (3.48).
Step 2. Next, we proceed to prove the left-hand side of the inequality (3.48) by induction in l. Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2
show that the inequality (3.48) is true for l = 0. Let the left-hand side of the inequality (3.48) be true for some integer
k − 1 l 0. We will show that it is also true with l replaced by l + 1.































On one hand, we use the Green formula (3.28) to the left-hand side of (3.55), to obtain















































































On the other hand, integration by parts with respect to t on the right-hand side of the identity (3.55) gives

























































+ (z(t)φ2νg1 )ttφ(2l)2νg1 ]dΓg1 dt










































































, s = 0, . . . , l. (3.59)























+ (z(t)φ2νg1 )(l+1)φ(l+1)2νg1 ]dΓg1 dt. (3.60)
















(〈∇g1Ψ l2,∇g1Φl+11 〉g1 − 〈∇g1Ψ l1,∇g1Φl+12 〉g1)dΩg1
+
(( 〈F ,∇g1Ψ l1〉g1 + h1Ψ l1 + h2Ψ l2








(∥∥Ψ l1∥∥1 + ∥∥Ψ l2∥∥1)(∥∥Φl+11 ∥∥1 + ∥∥Φl+12 ∥∥1)
 C
(∥∥ψ1(0)∥∥2l+1 + ∥∥ψ2(0)∥∥2l+1)(‖φ10‖2l+3 + ‖φ20‖2l+3). (3.61)















































(∣∣φ(l+1−s)1νg1 ∣∣2 + ∣∣φ(l+1−s)2νg1 ∣∣2)dΓg1 dt. (3.62)
Since φ(l+1−s) is the solution to the system (3.23) with the initial data (−i)l+1−sBˆl+1−sφ0 which belongs to H10(Ω) for
s = 1, . . . , l + 1, by virtue of Lemma 3.1, we have










(∣∣φ(l+1)1νg1 ∣∣2 + ∣∣φ(l+1)2νg1 ∣∣2)dΓ dt  CT ‖φ0‖22l+3. (3.64)





(∣∣φ(l+1)1νg1 ∣∣2 + ∣∣φ(l+1)2νg1 ∣∣2)dΓg1 dt  CT1∥∥Bˆl+1φ0∥∥21 = CT1∥∥Φl+11 + iΦl+12 ∥∥21
 CT1





















































































We insert the inequalities (3.63), (3.64) and (3.67) into (3.62), and choose  > 0 so small, to obtain
RHS of (3.60) CT
∥∥(φ10, φ20)∥∥22l+3 − CT ∥∥(φ10, φ20)∥∥22l+1. (3.68)
We combine (3.61) with (3.68), and use the induction to get
CT









∥∥(φ10, φ20)∥∥2l+3,2l+3  ∥∥(ψ1(0),ψ2(0))∥∥2l+1,2l+1. (3.70)
As Ξ4l+50 (Ω) is dense in Ξ
2l+3
0 (Ω), the inequality (3.70) holds with φ0 ∈ Ξ2l+30 (Ω). Then the left-hand side of the
inequality (3.48) follows by induction.
From Remark 3.2, we know that Λ : H10(Ω) → H−1(Ω) is an isomorphism. Then for any ψ ∈ H2l−1(Ω), there is a
φ0 ∈ H10(Ω) such that ψ = Λ(φ0). In addition the inequality (3.47) shows that ψ ∈ H2l−1(Ω) if and only if φ0 ∈ H2l+1(Ω).
Finally, we obtain H2l−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) = {ψ ∈ H2l−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω); ∃φ ∈ H10(Ω) such that Λ(φ) = ψ, and ‖φ‖2l+1 < ∞}.
Then Λ is an isomorphism from Ξ2l+10 (Ω) to H2l−1(Ω)∩ H1Γ1 (Ω). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let v˜0 ∈ H2k−1(Ω) ∩ H1Γ1 (Ω) be given. By Lemma 3.4, there is φ0 ∈ Ξ2k+10 (Ω) such that the control−izφνg1 on (0, T ) × Γ0 drives the system (3.13) to rest at time T , where φ is the solution to the problem (3.23) with the
initial data φ0.
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−izφνg1 ∈ X˜ 2k−10 (T ). 
4. Globally exact controllability
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 1.1 and the compactness principle it will suﬃce to prove that the map Π : [0,1] →
H2k−1(Ω) with Π(α) =ωα is continuous in α ∈ [0,1].
We show that {ωα; α ∈ [0,1]} is compact in H2k−1(Ω). For ﬁxed α ∈ [0,1], by virtue of the condition (1.2) the prob-
lem (1.11) is equivalent to the following problem{−ωα + b2(x,ωα)ωα = 0, x ∈ Ω,
ωα |Γ = αω|Γ , (4.1)
where b2(x, ξ) ≡ a−1(x, ξ)b1(x, ξ) 0 for ξ ∈ C.
Applying the maximum principle to the problem (4.1), gives
sup
x∈Ω




B1(α)u = −u + b2(x,ωα)u, u ∈ H2(Ω), α ∈ [0,1]. (4.3)
Then B1(α)ωα = 0. We use the ellipticity of the operator B1(α), the property (ii) of Lemma 2.1 and the inequality (4.2) to
have
‖ωα‖2k−1  Cα
(∥∥B1(α)ωα∥∥2k−3 + ‖ωα‖H2k−3/2(Γ ) + ‖ωα‖)
 Cα
(





Then there is a sequence {ωαl }+∞l=1 converging weakly in H2k−1(Ω). According to the compact imbedding: H2k−1(Ω) →
L2(Ω), there is a subsequence, still denoted by {ωαl }+∞l=1 , converging strongly in L2(Ω). For any integer m, l > 0, using the
ellipticity of the operator B1(αm), we get
‖ωαm −ωαl‖2k−1  Cαm
(∥∥B1(αm)(ωαm −ωαl )∥∥2k−3 + ‖ωαm −ωαl‖H2k−3/2(Γ ) + ‖ωαm −ωαl‖)
= Cαm
(∥∥B1(αm)(ωαm −ωαl )∥∥2k−3 + |αm − αl|‖ω‖H2k−3/2(Γ0) + ‖ωαm −ωαl‖). (4.5)
Next, let us estimate ‖B1(αm)(ωαm −ωαl )‖2k−3.
The term (B1(αm)− B1(αl))ωαl can be written as a sum of some terms of the form
f (x,ω1αm ,ω2αm ,ω1αl ,ω2αl )ωαl (ωsαm −ωsαl ), s = 1,2,
where the subscripts “1” and “2” denote the real and imaginary parts of a function. We apply the properties (i) and (ii) of
Lemma 2.1 to the above products, via the bound (4.2), to obtain∥∥B1(αm)(ωαm −ωαl )∥∥2k−3 = ∥∥(B1(αm)− B1(αl))ωαl∥∥2k−3  C‖ωαm −ωαl‖2k−3
 ‖ωαm −ωαl‖2k−1 + C‖ωαm −ωαl‖. (4.6)
We insert (4.6) into (4.5) and choose  > 0 so small to get
‖ωαm −ωαl‖2k−1  C
(‖ωαm −ωαl‖ + |αm − αl|‖ω‖H2k−3/2(Γ0)). (4.7)
As {αm} is bounded, there is a converging subsequence, which we still denote by {αm}. Then from the strong convergence
of {ωαl } in L2(Ω) and the inequality (4.7) we know that {ωαm } converges in H2k−1(Ω). Consequently, {ωα; α ∈ [0,1]} is
relatively compact in H2k−1(Ω).




0, α < 0,
ωα, 0 α  1,
ω, α > 1.
(4.8)
We use the same method as above to show that {Π˜(α); α ∈ A} is relatively compact in H2k−1(Ω) for any bounded set
A ⊂R. Then the map Π˜ : (−∞,+∞) → H2k−1(Ω) is compact, and consequently continuous. 
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